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On Caps and Cap Partitions of Galois Projective Spaces
A. COSSIDENTE† AND O. H. KING
In this paper we deal with some ‘special’ caps and cap-partitions (mixed partitions) from a
group-theoretic point of view. In particular, we show that the full setwise stabiliser of Hill’s cap
is maximal in the group −.6; 3/ providing a direct proof arising from the construction of Hill’s
cap.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let PG.N ; q/ be the projective space of dimension N over the finite field GF .q/. A
k-cap K in PG.N ; q/ is a set of k points, no three of which are collinear [15], and a k-cap
is called complete if it is maximal with respect to set-theoretic inclusion. The maximum
value of k for which there exists a k-cap in PG.N ; q/ is denoted by m2.N ; q/. This number
m2.N ; q/ is only known, for arbitrary q, when N 2 f2; 3g. Namely, m2.2; q/ D q C 1 if q
is odd, m2.2; q/ D q C 2 if q is even, and m2.3; q/ D q2 C 1; q > 2. With respect to the
other values of m2.N ; q/, apart from m2.N ; 2/ D 2N ;m2.4; 3/ D 20;m2.5; 3/ D 56, only
upper bounds are known. Finding the exact value for m2.N ; q/; N  4 and constructing
an m2.N ; q/-cap seems to be a very hard problem. Partitions of projective spaces into
caps have recently received some attention. In this direction, B. C. Kestenband [17] and
later on G. L. Ebert [8], adopting a different method, proved that the projective space
PG.2n; q2/ can be partitioned into caps of size .q2nC1 C 1/=.q C 1/. Also, G. L. Ebert [8]
proved that PG.2n − 1; q/, n can even be partitioned into caps of size qn C 1. Moreover,
these partitions are nevertheless ‘uniform’, in the sense that the objects all have the same
geometric nature. Sometimes it is impossible to partition a given projective geometry
uniformly (on arithmetic grounds) although a uniform partition may become possible if one
or more objects of a given kind are removed. We shall call such a non-uniform partition a
mixed partition of a projective geometry. B. C. Kestenband [18] proved the existence of a
mixed partition of PG.2n− 1; q2/ consisting of two .n− 1/-subspaces and q2n − 1 caps of
size .q2n − 1/=.q2 − 1/. Also, using the process of lifting a collineation of PG.2; q/ to a
collineation of PG.5; q/ preserving a quadric Veronesean, in [3] the existence of a mixed
partition of PG.5; q/ was shown, of two planes and q3 − 1 quadric Veroneseans.
In this paper we will study a variety of caps and cap-partitions (mixed partitions) of the
projective space PG.n; q/ from a group-theoretic point of view. ‘Special subgroups’ of
PGL.n; q/ will most likely give some ‘special configurations’ in PG.n; q/. Most likely, if
a configuration has a ‘special’ property, which makes it distinct from either example, then
it might be stabilized by a ‘special’ group. In particular, we will show in Section 3 that the
full setwise stabiliser of Hill’s cap [12] is maximal in the group −.6; 3/. Although this
maximality is well known [11], we provide a direct proof arising from the construction of
Hill’s cap and using the software package GAP [24].
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2. SOME SPORADIC EXAMPLES
In this Section we consider some known examples of complete caps admitting maximal
setwise stabilisers in the relevant group.
2.1. A cap admitting M11. Let ! be a primitive element of GF .35/ over GF .3/ and
denote by f its minimal polynomial. A suitable f is f .x/ D x5 C 2x C 1. The companion
matrix C. f / of f is given by
C. f / D
0BBB@
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
2 1 0 0 0
1CCCA :
Then C. f / generates a Singer cyclic group of PG.4; 3/. Consider the collineation of
PG.4; 3/ whose matrix representation is
NC D C. f /11 D
0BBB@
0 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 1
2 1 0 1 1
2 0 1 0 1
2 0 0 1 0
1CCCA :
The orbits of h NCi on the point-set of PG.4; 3/ are 11-caps. Denote by K one of such
11-caps. The structure of K has been examined by various authors [27] and reconsidered
from a geometric point of view by G. Pellegrino [23, 24] see also [14] and [29] for a
different approach. It turns out that K is the smallest complete cap in PG.4; 3/. The
setwise stabiliser of K in L5.3/ is the Mathieu group M11. We recall that M11 is the only
sporadic simple group with an irreducible representation of degree 5 over GF .3/. Also,
there are two conjugate classes of M11 in L5.3/, because M11 has two representations of
degree 5 over GF .3/ which are not quasiequivalent. The group M11 is a sporadic maximal
subgroup of L5.3/ [19].
Here we give another representation of K . Let O be the Hill’s cap [12] (which will
be discussed in detail in the next Section). With Hill’s terminology O lies on an elliptic
quadric "5, of PG.5; 3/ corresponding to the following quadratic form
Q V X21 C X22 C X23 C X24 C X25 C X26 C 2X1 X2 C 2X2 X3 C 2X3 X4 C 2X4 X5 C 2X5 X6:
Let P D .0; 1; 2; 0; 1; 2/ 2 "5nO . Let H be the tangent hyperplane to "5 at the point P ,
namely the hyperplane X1 D 0; then
C D "5 \ H V X22 C X23 C X24 C X25 C X26 C 2X2 X3 C 2X3 X4 C 2X4 X5 C 2X5 X6 D 0
is a cone of H with vertex P and bases the elliptic quadric "3 in the solid X2 D 0. Precisely,
"3 is the set of points
.0; 1; 1; 2; 0/I .0; 1; 1; 1; 2/I .0; 1; 2; 0; 0/I .0; 0; 0; 1; 2/I
.0; 1; 2; 2; 2/I .0; 0; 1; 2; 0/I .0; 1; 1; 2; 2/I .0; 0; 1; 1; 2/I
.0; 0; 1; 2; 2/I .0; 1; 2; 2; 0/:
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It turns out that the cone C contains a complete 11-cap, say K . In particular, K is the set
of points
.1; 0; 2; 0; 1/I .0; 0; 1; 2; 2/I .1; 2; 2; 0; 0/I .0; 1; 2; 2; 0/I
.1; 2; 0; 2; 1/I .1; 2; 1; 0; 2/I .1; 1; 1; 1; 2/I .1; 0; 1; 0; 1/I
.1; 0; 1; 2; 1/I .1; 2; 0; 2; 1/I .1; 0; 1; 0; 2/:
From [22, Lemma 8] a complete 11-cap of PG.4; 3/ is unique up to isomorphism and so
from [23] K admits a collineation group which is isomorphic to M11.
Of course, PG.4; 3/ can be partitioned into 11 sets like K , such a partition is called K .
We give some details of the setwise stabiliser of K in L5.3/.
DEFINITION 1 ([30]). A prime r dividing qn − 1; q D ph , where p is a prime and n a
positive integer is said to be a primitive prime divisor of qn − 1 if r does not divide qi − 1
for any 1  i < n.
PROPOSITION 1. The full (setwise) stabiliser of K in L5.3/ is a maximal subgroup of
L5.3/.
PROOF. It turns out that 11 is a primitive prime divisor of 35 − 1. Certainly the nor-
maliser N of h NCi in L5.3/ is contained in the setwise stabiliser of K in L5.3/. Write
N  StabL5.3/.K /. From [16, Satz 7.3], NL5.3/.hCi/ coincides with NL5.3/.hC. f /i/ Dh.C. f /ih6i, where h6i D Gal.GF .35/;GF .3//. The maximality comes from [7, Theo-
rem 1]. Note that the group N lies in the class C3 of Aschbacher [1, 19, 20].
2.2. A cap admitting M12. In [23], G. Pellegrino constructed a complete 12-cap K of
PG.5; 3/ with the following properties:
(i) no five points of K belong to the same 3-subspace;
(ii) the 4-subspace determined by any five points of K contains exactly one more point
of K .
The points of K and the corresponding 4-subspaces form the unique 5− .12; 6; 1/ design.
It turns out that the collineations of PG.5; 3/ leaving K invariant form a group G which
acts sharply and 5-transitively on K [23, Section 5]. So by the uniqueness [16] of such a
group, it follows that G is the Mathieu group M12 which is a maximal subgroup of L6.3/
[19].
Here we give another description of K . Consider the collineation NA of PG.5; 3/ whose
matrix representation is
A D
0BBBBB@
2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1
0 2 1 0 1 1
0 2 0 1 0 1
0 2 0 0 1 0
1CCCCCA :
The order of NA is 11 and acts on PG.5; 3/ fixing the hyperplane H V X1 D 0 and so the
point P D .1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0/. In particular NA induces on H a partition into 11-caps with each
cap admitting M11. The set-theoretic union of an 11-cap in H and the point P is a 12-cap,
say K of PG.5; 3/ admitting the Mathieu group M12 [24]. Note that also in this case K is
contained in a cone.
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2.3. The symmetric group Sym.6/. Consider G D Sym.7/, the symmetric group of
degree 7, as a subgroup of PGL.6; 3/. The subgroup G contains an isomorphic copy of the
group Sym.6/, the symmetric group of degree 6, say H . The subgroup H has an orbit of
size 20, say O , whose points are
.0; 0; 1; 1; 0; 1/I .0; 1; 1; 1; 0; 0/I .0; 1; 1; 0; 0; 1/I .1; 0; 0; 1; 1; 0/I
.1; 0; 0; 0; 1; 1/I .1; 1; 0; 0; 1; 0/I .0; 0; 1; 1; 1; 0/I .1; 0; 1; 1; 0; 0/I
.0; 1; 1; 0; 1; 0/I .0; 0; 1; 0; 1; 1/I .1; 1; 1; 0; 0; 0/I .1; 0; 1; 0; 0; 1/I
.0; 1; 0; 1; 0; 1/I .1; 0; 0; 1; 0; 1/I .0; 0; 0; 1; 1; 1/I .1; 1; 0; 1; 0; 0/I
.0; 1; 0; 1; 1; 0/I .1; 0; 1; 0; 1; 0/I .1; 1; 0; 0; 0; 1/I .0; 1; 0; 0; 1; 1/:
These points lie in the hyperplane 6 V X1 C X2 C X3 C X4 C X5 C X6 D 0 and form a
complete 20-cap [24] in 6. Let 6i , i D 1; : : : ; 6 be the hyperplane with equation Xi D 0.
It is easy to see that 6i meets O in a set of 10 points, actually an elliptic quadric "i in
6i \ 6. The quadrics "i mutually intersect in a conic. Further, if Ci; j D "i \ " j and
Ck;l D "k \ "l are two such conics then Ci; j and Ck;l meet in a point. In particular, O is
the union of six 3-dimensional elliptic quadrics. From [24, Theorem 5.5] it follows that O
is contained in a cone on an elliptic quadric (namely O is a 0-cap in the terminology of
[24]).
3. PARTITIONING PG.5; q/ INTO .q2 − q C 1/-CAPS AND HILL’S CAP
Consider the projective space PG.5; q/. The point-set of PG.5; q/ has cardinality .q C
1/.q2CqC1/.q2−qC1/. Let S be a Singer cycle of PGL.6; q/. Denote by H the unique
subgroup of hSi of order q2 − q C 1. The projective space PG.5; q/ can be represented as
GF .q6/nf0g modulo GF .q/. In this cyclic representation two elements 0 6D x; y 2 GF .q6/
represent the same point of PG.5; q/ if and only if x=y 2 GF .q/. We recall the following:
PROPOSITION 2 ([26, PROPOSITION 1]). Let hSi be a Singer cyclic group of PGL.n C
1; q/. Let G be a subgroup of order N of hSi. The point orbits of G are N -caps if and only
if for x N D yN D 1 .x; y 6D 1; x; y 2 GF .qnC1//; x.xq − 1/=.x − 1/ D y.yq − 1/=.y − 1/
implies x D y.
The previous result yields the following:
PROPOSITION 3. Assume .qC1; 3/ D 1. The point orbits of H are caps of size q2−qC1.
PROOF. As gcd.qC1; q2−qC1/ D gcd.qC1; 3/ D 1, then xqC1 D yqC1 and xq2−qC1 D
yq2−qC1 imply x D y and so we are done. 2
COROLLARY 1. The above .q2−qC1/-caps are contained in elliptic quadrics of PG.5; q/.
PROOF. In PG.5; q/ ’ GF .q6/nf0g modulo GF .q/ the following set is an elliptic
quadric,
"5 D T rGF .q3/=GF .q/.xq
3C1/ D 0;
with x 2 GF .q6/ [5]. It is easily seen that H leaves "5 invariant. 2
Assume now q D 3. From our previous results, we obtain a partition of PG.5; 3/
into 7-caps. In particular the subgroup H is conjugate to a 7-Sylow of P SO−.6; 3/, the
collineation group of "5. So we obtain a partition of "5 into 7-caps. Under the action of H ,
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the set X of isotropic points of "5; jX j D 112 splits into 16 orbits each containing seven
points.
R. Hill [12] proved that it is possible to choose eight of them whose union, say K , is a
56-cap embedded into "5. In particular, K is the biggest cap of PG.5; 3/.
Here we describe a construction of Hill’s cap which enables us to show directly that the
stabiliser of K in the group −.6; 3/ is maximal.
We begin by recalling a canonical basis for a vector space V of dimension 6 over GF .3/.
Let ! be a root of the irreducible polynomial x6 − x2 C 1. For any non-zero vector v
then, with respect to the basis v; v!; : : : ; v!5, we calculate that there is a Singer cycle e
(necessarily of order 728) with matrix0BBBBB@
1 1 2 0 0 0
0 1 1 2 0 0
0 0 1 1 2 0
0 0 0 1 1 2
1 0 2 0 1 1
2 1 1 2 0 1
1CCCCCA :
Now we can describe the quadratic form giving rise to the quadric "5 containing K . An
x in V .6; 3/ has a unique expression vei for some i . In this setting we have a quadratic
form Q.x/ D TrGF .33/=GF .3/.e28i / and the associated bilinear form is given by B.x; y/ D
Q.x C y/− Q.x/− Q.y/ [2]. We calculate that B.x; y/ D x ByT where B is the matrix0BBBBB@
0 0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 2 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1
2 0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 1 0 2
1CCCCCA :
Let f D e104. It is straightforward to check that f lies in the orthogonal group SO−.6; 3/
of Q. In other words, f acts on the 112 points of "5 and f will have 16 orbits of length 7.
Given v let w1 D v;w2 D w1 f; : : : ; w7 VD w1 f 6; in other words, w1; : : : ; w7 are the
elements of the orbit of h7i containing v. We seek an involution that switches w3 and w5
and w6 and w7 (in order to correspond to a certain involution on the Fano Plane). We find
that the matrix
f1 D
0BBBBB@
1 0 0 0 0 0
2 2 2 1 0 2
0 1 2 1 0 1
2 0 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 1 1 0
2 2 0 2 0 1
1CCCCCA ;
has the right properties and lies in SO−.6; 3/. Moreover, using GAP [24] we calculate that
the group F D h f; f1i has order 168 and so is likely to be isomorphic to PSL.3; 2/. We
label the non-zero vectors of V .6; 3/ V v D v0; v1 D ve; v2 D ve2, etc. and calculate that
the isotropic vectors are v0; v2; v5; v6; v13 (and then repeated modulo 13). Using GAP we
find that the 112 isotropic 1-dimensional spaces fall into orbits of lengths 7; 42; 7; 28; 28
under F . We define K to be the set of 56 points on "5 obtained by joining the two orbits
of length 7 and the orbit of length 42.
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In proving that K is a cap and that its stabiliser is maximal it is useful to have generators
for SO−.6; 3/. Let
g1 D
0BBBBB@
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 2 0 0 0 1
1CCCCCA :
This is an element of SO−.6; 3/ and using GAP we find that f; f1; g1 generate SO−.6; 3/.
Let G1 be the stabiliser in SO−.6; 3/ of K , then G1 has order 40320, i.e., the same order
as 2:L3.4/. To show that G1 is isomorphic to 2:L3.4/ it suffices to show that G1 has a
subgroup G0 of index 21 such that G0 contains the centre of SO−.6; 3/ and such that the
action of G1 on the right cosets of G0 is equivalent as a permutation representation to the
action of L3.4/ on the points of PG.2; 4/; this is readily achieved using GAP.
Now we show that K is a cap. Let H1 be the stabiliser in SO−.6; 3/ of a point of K , say
the point corresponding to v. Then according to GAP, H1 has orbits of length 1, 45 and
10 on K . The points in the orbit of length 45 correspond to vectors u such that hu; vi is
non-isotropic, thus the line corresponding to hu; vi has only two points of K . The points in
the orbit of length 10 correspond to vectors u such that hu; vi is totally isotropic; there are
30 such points altogether on the quadric, these can be listed and it then checked that the 10
points in K correspond to distinct totally isotropic lines. It follows that no three including
v lie on a line, but G1 is transitive on K so K must be a cap.
We now address the issue of maximality. Using GAP we can find an element of SO−.6; 3/
which switches K and "5nK but we also calculate that such an element cannot lie in
−.6; 3/. It follows that SO−.6; 3/ has a subgroup G1:2 which stabilises fK ; "5nK g.
PROPOSITION 4. The full (setwise) stabiliser G1 of K in −.6; 3/ is a maximal subgroup
of −.6; 3/ and G1:2 is a maximal subgroup of SO−.6; 3/.
PROOF. Let H be a subgroup of −.6; 3/ properly containing G1 (we can then deal with
a subgroup of SO−.6; 3/ properly containing G1:2 by taking intersections with −.6; 3/).
Let G2 and H2 be the stabilisers in G1 and H of w2, and let G24 and H24 be the stabilisers
in G2 and H2 of w4 (recall that w1; : : : ; w6), form a basis for V .6; 3/: w1; w2; w4 are
isotropic and w2; w4 are not orthogonal). Then G24 and H24 can be embedded in −.4; 3/;
moreover, −.4; 3/ is isomorphic to A6 and its subgroups have been known for around
100 years, (e.g., in the form of Dickson’s list [6] for PSL.2; q/ with q D 9). With GAP we
calculate that G2 has five orbits on "5, of lengths 1, 45, 10, 36, 20; the first three give K ; the
orbits of lengths 45 and 36 correspond to non-isotropic two-dimensional subspaces while
the orbits of lengths 10 and 20 correspond to totally isotropic two-dimensional subspaces.
The group G2 has order 360 and G24 has order 8 (w4 corresponds to a point in the orbit
of length 45). Now H2 must properly contain G2 and it either has an orbit of length 81 on
"5 or orbits of length 45 and 36.
Suppose H2 has an orbit of length 81. Then the order of H24 is equal to the order of H2
divided by 81, and the order of H2 is divisible by 360, so the order of H24 is divisible by 5
(and 8). It follows that H24 has order divisible by 40. From Dickson’s list [6], we see that
H24 is .4; 3/.
Suppose H2 has orbits of lengths 45 and 36.
We know that G24 < H24 so from Dickson’s list [6], H24 is either S4 or −.4; 3/. In any
event the order of H24 is divisible by 3 (and 8) and the order of H2 is divisible by 1080.
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Let w9 be a vector corresponding to a point in the orbit of length 36 and let G29; H29
be the stabilisers of w9 in G2 and H2, respectively. Then G29 < H29, with G29 having
order 10 and the order of H29 divisible by 30. Hence H29 is embedded in A6 as a subgroup
with order divisible by 30. From Dickson’s list [6] it follows that H29 is either A5 or
−.4; 3/. In either case the order of H29 is divisible by 60. Hence the order of H2 is
divisible by 2160.
Returning to H24 we now see that its order is divisible by 48. Hence H24 is bigger than
S4. Therefore, once again, H24 must be −.4; 3/.
It is now clear that H2 must have an orbit of length 81, because H29 cannot be bigger
than H24. In −.6; 3/ the stabiliser of w2 will have an orbit of length 81 on "5 and the
stabiliser of both w2 and w4 will be −.4; 3/. Hence H is −.6; 3/. We have now shown
that G1 is maximal in −.6; 3/. As mentioned earlier, any proper overgroup of G1:2 in
SO−.6; 3/ meets −.6; 3/ in a proper overgroup of G1 and is thus −.6; 3/. It follows
that G1:2 is maximal in SO−.6; 3/. 2
4. ON MIXED PARTITIONS
Let S be a Singer cycle of GL.4; q/. Consider the linear transformation T of GL.8; q/
whose matrix representation is 
Sq2C1 0
0 SqC1

:
We recall [16] that S is conjugate in GL.4; q4/ to the matrix
D D diag.!; !q ; !q2 ; !q3/
by the matrix
E D
0B@
1 1 1 1
! !q !q
2
!q
3
!2 !2q !2q
2
!2q
3
!3 !3q !3q
2
!3q
3
1CA ;
where ! is a primitive element of GF .q4/ over GF .q/.
It follows that Sq2C1 is conjugate in GF .4; q4/ to the matrix
diag.!q2C1; !q.q2C1/; !q2.q2C1/; !q3.q2C1//;
and SqC1 is conjugate in GL.4; q4/ to the matrix
diag.!qC1; !q.qC1/; !q2.qC1/; !q3.qC1//:
Let X0; X1; : : : ; X7 denote homogeneous projective coordinates of PG.7; q/. Denote by NT
the collineation of PG.7; q/ induced by T and let G be the group generated by NT . The
collineation NT fixes two projective 3-subspaces, say 61 and 62 with equations 61 V X0 D
X1 D X2 D X3 D 0, and 62 V X4 D X5 D X6 D X7 D 0. From [13], NT induces on 61 a
collineation, say T1, whose orbits are .q2 C 1/-caps [8], actually elliptic quadrics [5], and
on 62 a collineation, say T2, whose orbits are disjoint lines, actually a line-spread.
PROPOSITION 5. The order of the group G is .q C 1/.q2 C 1/.
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PROOF. Look at the canonical form of T in GL.8; q4/: a diagonal matrix with entries
of the form !.qC1/qi and !.q2C1/qi with 0  i  3. Observe that !.q2C1/qi .q3Cq2CqC1/ D
!.qC1/qi .q3Cq2CqC1/ D 2, where  D !q3Cq2CqC1 is a primitive element of GF .q/. So
the order k of NT is at most q3Cq2CqC1. Suppose that !.q2C1/k D !.qC1/k or equivalently
!.q
2−q/k D 1. As ! is a primitive element of GF .q4/ this implies that q4−1jq.q−1/k and
so .q C 1/.q2C 1/jqk. Hence .q C 1/.q2C 1/ divides k, and therefore k D .q C 1/.q2C 1/.
2
PROPOSITION 6. The group G acts semiregularly on the points not in 61 [62.
PROOF. Let P D .X0; X1; : : : ; X7/ be a point neither on 61 nor on 62. We have
in particular .X0; X1; X2; X3/ 6D .0; 0; 0; 0/, and .X4; X5; X6; X7/ 6D .0; 0; 0; 0/. As-
sume P NT i D P for some index 1  i < .q C 1/.q2 C 1/. There exists thus an element
 2 GF .q/ with .X0; X1; X2; X3/ D .X0; X1; X2; X3/S.q2C1/i and .X4; X5; X6; X7/ D
.X4; X5; X6; X7/S.qC1/i which means that S.q
2C1/i and S.qC1/i have a common eigen-
value in GF .q/. The eigenvalues of S.q2C1/i are !.q2C1/i and !q.q2C1/i (with multi-
plicity two). The eigenvalues of S.qC1/i are !.qC1/i ; !.qC1/i ; !q2.qC1/i ; !q3.qC1/i . The
relation !.q2C1/i D !.qC1/i and the other seven combinations yield !.q2−q/i D 1 and so
.q C 1/.q2 C 1/ji , a contradiction. 2
PROPOSITION 7. If P 62 61 [62, then the orbit of P under G is a .q3C q2C q C 1/-cap
of PG.7; q/.
PROOF. Set X D .X0; X1; X2; X3/ and Y D .X4; X5; X6; X7/. Assume that the distinct
points
.X; Y /; .S.q
2C1/i .X/; S.qC1/i .Y //; .S.q2C1/ j .X/; S.qC1/ j .Y //;
are collinear. Observe that the set
fS.qC1/i .Y / j i D 0; : : : ; q2g
is a .q2 C 1/-cap in 62. The points Y; S.qC1/i .Y /; S.qC1/ j .Y / must either be distinct or
all the same; given that they lie on a cap we conclude that they are the same. Hence
i D i 0.q2 C 1/ and j D j 0.q2 C 1/ for some i 0 and j 0. So the points are
.X; Y /; .S.q
2C1/2i 0.X/; S.qC1/.q2C1/i 0.Y //; .S.q2C1/2 j 0.X/; S.qC1/.q2C1/ j 0.Y //;
which can be written as
.X; Y /; ..Sq
2C1/.q2−q/i 0.X/; Y /; ..Sq2C1/.q2−q/ j 0.X/; Y /:
That these points lie on a line in PG.7; q/ means that the vectors
X; .Sq
2C1/.q2−q/i 0.X/; .Sq2C1/.q2−q/ j 0.X/
lie on an affine line in a 2-dimensional subspace U of the underlying vector space of 61
fixed by S.q2C1/. However, S.q2C1/.q2−q/ lies in a subgroup of GL.2; q/ of order q C 1
acting on U and such a subgroup partitions Unf0g into affine conics. This gives the required
contradiction. By Proposition 1 all the non-linear orbits of NT have size q3 C q2 C q C 1.2
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The projective collineation NT fixes each projective 5-subspace generated by a line of the
1-spread of 61 and an elliptic quadric in 62. Consider one of such fixed 5-subspaces, for
example, X0 D X1 D 0. On such a 5-subspace, NT induces a collineation whose matrix
representation (its canonical form in GL.6; q4/) is
diag.!q2C1; !q.q2C1/; !qC1; !q.qC1/; !q2.qC1/; !q3.qC1//:
We study this collineation in the next sections.
5. THE SECOND EXTERIOR POWER OF A SINGER CYCLE OF GL.4; q/
Denote by  a linear collineation of PG.n; q/, the projective space of dimension n
over the Galois field GF .q/. Assume that  has a matrix representation A D .ai; j /,
i; j D 0; 1; : : : ; n. The section exterior power of A, denoted by 3.2/.A/ is a matrix of or-
der
(
nC1
2

whose rows and columns are denoted by 01; 02; : : : ; 0n−1; 12; : : : ; 1n−1; n−1n,
and occur in this order, where the element in row i j and column rs is ai j;rs D air a js−aisa jr ,
namely, the entries of 3.2/.A/ are the 2  2 submatrices of A arranged in lexicographi-
cal order. The second exterior power of the collineation  is a linear collineation of the
projective space PG.(nC12  − 1; q/, of the same order of , which leaves the Grassman-
nian G1;n of lines of PG.n; q/ invariant, and each collineation of PG.
(
nC1
2
− 1; q/ which
leaves the Grassmannian G1;n of lines of PG.n; q/ invariant, comes from a collineation of
PG.n; q/. Here we are particularly interested in the second exterior power of a Singer cycle
of PG.n; q/. We are interested in the case n D 3.
Let ! be a primitive element of GF .q4/ over GF .q/ and let f .x/ D x4− a3x3− a2x2−
a1x − a0 be its minimal polynomial over GF .q/. The companion matrix C. f / of f given
by 0B@
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
a0 a1 a2 a3
1CA
induces a Singer cycle of PG.3; q/. The second exterior power of C. f / is represented by
the following matrix
3.2/.C. f // D
0BBBBB@
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
−a0 0 0 a2 a3 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 −a0 0 −a1 0 a3
0 0 −a0 0 −a1 −a2
1CCCCCA
and induces a linear collineation3.2/.C. f // of PG.5; q/ leaving the Klein quadric K D G1;3
(the Grassmannian of lines of PG.3; q/) with equation X0 X5−X1 X4CX2 X3 D 0, invariant.
5.1. The canonical form. The matrix C. f / is conjugate in GL.4; q4/ to the diagonal
matrix
D D diag.!; !q ; !q2 ; !q3/;
by the matrix
E D
0B@
1 1 1 1
! !q !q
2
!q
3
!2 !2q w2q
2
!2w
3
!3 !3q !3q
2
!3q
3
1CA :
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The second exterior power of the transformation E;3.2/.E/, is the matrix having as rows
the following vectors
.!q − !;!q2 − !;!q3 − !;!q2 − !q ; !q3 − !q ; !q3 − !q2/;
.!2q − !2; !2q2 − !2; !2q3 − !2; !2q2 − !2q ; !2q3 − !2q ; !2q3 − !2q2/;
.!3q − !3; !3q2 − !3; !3q3 − !3; !3q2 − !3q ; !3q3 − !3q ; !3q3 − !3q2/;
.!2qC1 − !qC2; !2q2C1 − !q2C2; !2q3C1 − !q3C2;
!2q
2Cq − !q2C2q ; !2q3Cq − !q3C2q ; !2q3Cq2 − !q3C2q2/;
.!3qC1 − !qC3; !3q2C1 − !q2C3; !3q3C1 − !q3C3;
!3q
2Cq − !q2C3q ; !3q3Cq − !q3C3q ; !3q3Cq2 − !q3C3q2/;
.!3qC2 − !2qC3; !3q2C2 − !2q2C3; !3q3C2 − !2q3C3;
!3q
2C2q − !2q2C3q ; !3q3C2q − !2q3C3q ; !3q3C2q2 − !2q3C3q2/;
and the second exterior power of D is
3.2/.D/ D diag.!qC1; !q2C1; !q3C1; !q2Cq ; !q3Cq ; !q3Cq2/:
Clearly, both 3.2/.E/ and 3.2/.D/ lie in GL.6; q4/. In this setting we prove
PROPOSITION 8. The transformations3.2/.C. f // and3.2/.D/ are conjugate in GL.6; q4/
by the matrix 3.2/.E/.
PROOF. From the fact that ! is a root of the quartic polynomial f we obtain the relation
!4 D a3!3 C a2!2 C a1! C a0. Direct calculations show that 3.2/.C. f //3.2/.E/ D
3.2/.E/3.2/.D/, is the matrix whose rows are the following vectors
.!2qC1 − !qC2; !2q2C1 − !q2C2; !2q3C1 − !q3C2;
!2q
2Cq − !q2C2q ; !2q3Cq − !q3C2q ; !2q3Cq2 − !q3C2q2/;
.!3qC1 − !qC3; !3q2C1 − !q2C3; !3q3C1 − !q3C3;
!3q
2Cq − !q2C3q ; !3q3Cq − !q3C3q ; !3q3Cq2 − !q3C3q2/;
.!4qC1 − !qC4; !4q2C1 − !q2C4; !4q3C1 − !q3C4;
!4q
2Cq − !q2C4q ; !4q3Cq − !q3C4q ; !4q3Cq2 − !q3C4q2/;
.!3qC2 − !2qC3; !3q2C2 − !2q3C3; !3q3C2 − !2q3C3;
!3q
2C2q − !2q2C3q ; !3q3C2q − !2q3C3q ; !3q3C2q2 − !2q3C3q2/;
.!4qC2 − !2qC4; !4q2C4 − !2q2C4; !4q3C2 − !2q3C4;
!4q
2C2q − !2q2C4q ; !4q3C2q − !2q3C4q ; !4q3C2q2 − !2q3C4q2/;
.!4qC3 − !3qC4; !4q2C3 − !3q2C4; !4q3C3 − !3q3C4;
!4q
2C3q − !3q2C4q ; !4q3C3q − !3q3C4q ; !4q3C3q2 − !3q3C4q2/;
and the result follows. 2
Now we consider the matrix 3.2/.D/ and note that the distinct entries !q2C1 and !q.q2C1/
belong to GF .q2/ and are conjugate over GF .q/. Analogously, the entries !qC1, !q.qC1/,
!q
2.qC1/
, !q
3.qC1/ are distinct elements of GF .q4/ conjugate over GF .q/. So, the previous
Proposition shows that 3.2/.C. f // has a rational form, say J , which is a diagonal block
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matrix. In particular, it is the direct sum of the companion matrix of an irreducible quadratic
polynomial over GF .q/ and the .qC1/-th power of the companion matrix of an irreducible
quartic polynomial over GF .q/. Of course, 3.2/.C. f // has projective order .q2C1/.qC1/.
From a geometric point of view, the first block induces a Singer cycle on a projective line
PG.1; q/ of PG.5; q/. The second block fixes (setwise) a solid PG.3; q/ of PG.5; q/
inducing a partition into elliptic quadrics [8]. So 3.2/.C. f // fixes one line l and its
conjugate solid L (with respect to the polarity of the Klein quadric K which can always be
chosen as the line X2 D X3 D X4 D X5 D 0 and the solid X0 D X1 D 0). In particular, it
follows that C. f / has one orbit of size qC1; qC1 orbits of size q2C1 (such orbits partition
L) and all the other orbits have size .q C 1/.q2 C 1/ and are caps (see Proposition 7). It is
easily seen that L meets K in an elliptic quadric. Hence the Klein quadric can be partitioned
into q caps of size .q C 1/.q2 C 1/ and one elliptic quadric of L .
REMARK 1. Consider a 2-dimensional vector space V .2; q2/ over the field GF .q2/. By
restricting scalars to GF .q/, this becomes a 4-dimensional vector space V .4; q/. All sym-
plectic forms on V .2; q2/ are equivalent under scalar multiplication. Take two such forms
b and b;  a primitive element of GF .q2/ over GF .q/. Let Tr denote the trace map from
GF .q2/ over GF .q/. Then B1 D Tr.b/ and B2 D Tr.b/ are symplectic forms on V .4; q/.
The subgroup of GL.4; q/ fixing both these forms up to scalars is 0L.2; q2/. This result
due to T. Maund, is contained in her Ph.D. Thesis [21] which was never published, see
[4]. The subgroup 0L.2; q2/ of GL.4; q/ always contains a Singer cycle S of GL.4; q/.
Hence, there certainly exists a Singer cycle which fixes two symplectic forms. From [21]
we also know that the maximal subspaces which are totally isotropic for both B1 and B2
form a regular spread of V .4; q/.
From a projective point of view, the symplectic forms B1 and B2 define two linear
complexes of PG.3; q/ say C1 and C2. Consider the pencil C of linear complexes generated
by C1 and C2. From our previous discussion S fixes C setwise. Note that the base locus of C
is an elliptic congruence "3 of PG.3; q/. Using the Klein representation of lines of PG.3; q/
as points of PG.5; q/, we obtain that the pencil of linear complexes C is represented by
a line l skew to the Klein quadric K. Each point of l is conjugate with respect to K
to a hyperplane H whose intersection with K represents the lines of the corresponding
linear complex belonging to C . The argument applies to all points of l, giving a pencil of
hyperplanes centered in a solid L (conjugate to l) which meets K in an elliptic quadric as
the congruence is elliptic. Note that the geometric argument discussed above is the classical
one used to prove the isomorphism Sp.4; q/ ’ O.5; q/ [28].
6. EXTENDING GLYNN’S CAP, q EVEN
In [10] D. G. Glynn, using Singer cyclic groups of PG.3; q/ acting on lines, showed the
existence of caps of size q3 C q2 C q C 1 embedded on a Klein quadric K of PG.5; q/.
This number corresponds to the maximum number of lines of PG.3; q/, q odd, with no
three in a planar pencil. It follows that if q is odd such caps are complete on K . If q
is even, the maximum number of lines of PG.3; q/ no three in a planar pencil is at most
.q C 2/.q2 C 1/ and the .q3 C q2 C q C 1/-caps on K coming from Singer line orbits are
not ‘complete with respect to K ’. However, D. G. Glynn left, in the q even case, the
completeness problem open. In the paper [9] a partial answer to the problem is given. The
authors of [9] constructed caps whose deficiency from the theoretical upper bound is q C 1.
In this Section we show the existence of caps of size .q C 2/.q2 C 1/ of PG.5; q/, q even,
not completely embedded in K . Such caps are obtained by glueing together a Glynn’s cap
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and a ‘suitable’ 3-dimensional ovoid. Let K be the Klein quadric in PG.5; q/, q even.
Denote by O one of the .q3C q2C q C 1/-caps constructed above (actually a Glynn’s cap).
Here we summarize Glynn’s construction [10]. There is a unique regular spread of lines of
PG.3; q/ (the base locus of C) fixed by the Singer cycle S. This corresponds to an elliptic
quadric "3 which is the intersection of a solid 0 with K. Let l D 0 p (where p is the polarity
of K) which is external to K. It follows from the discussion after Proposition 8 that the
cap O meets neither 0 nor l. Thus the points of O all have non-zero (and non-isotropic)
components in each of l and 0. Moreover, 3.2/.C. f // acts on 0 as S.qC1/ partitioning 0
into elliptic quadrics, so the 0-components of the points of O form an elliptic quadric Q
of 0 disjoint from "3. Recall that 3.2/.C. f // acts on l as Sq2C1 and so any given point N
of Q is a 0-component for q C 1 points of O. In other words, the plane N C l contains
qC1 points of O forming an arc (actually a conic) with N as its nucleus. Simple arithmetic
tells us that the q2 C 1 conics on O are disjoint. The cap Q consists of the nuclei of the
q2 C 1 conics on O.
PROPOSITION 9. The set-theoretic union O [Q is a ..q C 2/.q2 C 1//-cap of PG.5; q/.
PROOF. Both O and Q are caps. Suppose that there exist three collinear points in the
union O [ Q, say Q1; Q2; P3 on a line r . Assume that Q1 is on O and that Q2 and P3
are on Q. This means that r is contained in 0 and as 0 meets K just in "3, we obtain a
contradiction. If Q1; Q2 lie on the same conic C of O then r meets 0 in a point, necessarily
the nucleus of C; so P3 would have to be the nucleus of C and we obtain a contradiction
because r is a secant of C. It follows that Q1; Q2 must lie on distinct conics C1 and C2.
Let N1; N2 be the nuclei of C1 and C2, respectively. The lines N1 Q1 and N2 Q2 each meet
O in a single point so are distinct from r and therefore N1; N2 and P3 are distinct. Let 
be the solid generated by l; Q1 and Q2. Then  contains N1; N2 and P3. At the same time
 meets 0 in a line and so we have three point of Q on a line, a contradiction. 2
REMARK 2. Notice that, if q is odd, the above construction fails, because a conic has no
nucleus.
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